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Relevance estimation is among the most important tasks in the ranking of search results. Current methodologies mainly concentrate on text matching, link analysis, and user behavior models. However, users judge the
relevance of search results directly from Search Engine Result Pages (SERPs), which provide valuable signals
for reranking. In this article, we propose two different approaches to aggregate the visual, structure, as well as
textual information sources of search results in relevance estimation. The first one is a late-fusion framework
named Joint Relevance Estimation model (JRE). JRE estimates the relevance independently from screenshots,
textual contents, and HTML source codes of search results and jointly makes the final decision through an
inter-modality attention mechanism. The second one is an early-fusion framework named Tree-based Deep
Neural Network (TreeNN), which embeds the texts and images into the HTML parse tree through a recursive
process. To evaluate the performance of the proposed models, we construct a large-scale practical Search Result Relevance (SRR) dataset that consists of multiple information sources and relevance labels of over 60,000
search results. Experimental results show that the proposed two models achieve better performance than
state-of-the-art ranking solutions as well as the original rankings of commercial search engines.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of the Web, search engines play an ever-more-crucial role in information retrieval in our daily lives. Search engines are designed to meet users’ information needs by
locating relevant Web pages. Relevance estimation is usually adopted in the ranking of search results, because most search engines follow the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) [33]. According
to PRP, search results are ranked according to their relevance scores. Hundreds or even thousands
of features are used in commercial search engines to indicate the relevance of Web pages, such as
text matching features, Web graph features, user interaction features, and so on. Cascade ranking
methods, such as learning to rank algorithms (LTR), are then adopted to combine these features
to obtain the final ranking list displayed on SERPs.
To make SERPs provide a more intuitive, direct access to useful information, besides organic
results (one blue hyperlink with short snippet contents), most modern search engines also present
heterogeneous search results that provide much richer information on SERPs. As shown in the
lower left part of Figure 1, news verticals aggregate a couple of news results, of which one is
shown in details and illustrated with an image while others only contain the title information.
Queries searching for famous people or places always get image verticals, which consist of several
images directly showing the person or the place. From these examples, we can see that users can
directly judge the relevance from the contents and structures of search results. Thus, it is essential
to incorporate these information sources into the ranking process.
However, there has been almost no research in how to adopt the visual and structure information of search results in the ranking process. In this article, we propose two novel frameworks to
estimate the relevance of search results by jointly considering visual, textual, and structure information displayed on SERPs.
The first one is a late-fusion framework named Joint Relevance Estimation model (JRE). JRE
is composed of four subnets: Visual Pattern Learning Network (VPN), Title Semantics Learning
Network (TSN), Snippet Semantics Learning Network (SSN), and HTML Tree Structure Learning
Network(HSN). VPN learns the visual patterns from the screenshots of search results based on the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). TSN and SSN explore semantic information from titles and
snippets, respectively, using Long Short Term Memory network (LSTM) [22]. HSN exploits the presentation structures from HTML source codes using the two-dimensional- (2D) Convolution operation. Each subnet estimates the relevance independently. The final relevance score is obtained
by fusing the prediction made by all the subnets. Because different information sources contribute
differently to relevance estimation, an inter-modality attention mechanism is introduced to promote the importance of effective modalities. Besides, for visual and textual information sources,
two kinds of intra-modality attention mechanisms are designed. To better learn the visual patterns,
we introduce a result-type guided attention mechanism to VPN. All search results are grouped into
several categories according to their presentation styles. The feature maps extracted from different
types of search results are refined by corresponding attention maps. For textual contents, query
terms usually appear several times in titles and snippets. Words located close to query terms may
attract more user attention, because query terms are usually presented with some salient patterns
(e.g., in bold). Thus, a query guided attention sliding window is also introduced to assign different
weights to words according to their distances from query terms.
The second one is an early-fusion framework named Tree-based Deep Neural Network
(TreeNN). Different from JRE, in which the information sources work separately until the final
decision process, TreeNN fuses textual, visual, and structure information at the very beginning.
On SERPs, texts and images are hierarchically organized by the HTML source codes. For example,
the “p” tag or “span” tag contains phrases or sentences, while the “img” tag contains images. From
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Fig. 1. The original ranking process of search engines and the reranking processes of JRE and TreeNN.

bottom to up, lower-level HTML nodes constitute higher-level nodes according to different forms
such as “div,” “table,” and “ul.” Thus, the search result can be represented by a HTML parse tree.
Once the features of the leaf nodes that contain either texts or images are obtained, we adopt the
Recursive Neural Network [15, 18, 46] to compute the feature vector of the root node as the representation of the whole parse tree. Recursive Neural Networks are mostly used in nature language
processing tasks because of the nature syntactic structure of language. In this article, we extend
standard Recursive Neural Networks to a multi-modality field through discriminative compositional functions of tree nodes. On top of the Recursive Neural Network, an estimation network
learns the final relevance score of each search result.
Different from other ranking methods, TreeNN and JRE utilize the SERP-level contents of search
results, especially the visual and structure information, rather than the landing pages as many previous works do. Meanwhile, TreeNN is more practical than JRE while JRE is sometimes more effective than TreeNN. This is because the screenshots of search results in JRE contain abundant signals
for relevance estimation. They show all the information that users can see from the SERP. However, they are hard to obtain, because it is inefficient and time-consuming to render the screenshots
for search engines currently. In contrast, the HTML parse trees are much easier to get, because
they are directly parsed from the HTML source codes. In this way, TreeNN is more applicable to
the current search engines, which is one reason we propose the TreeNN framework. TreeNN and
JRE have a lot of connections such as they both concentrate on the multiple information sources on
SERPs to estimate the relevance. They both provide a new solution for result ranking/reranking
and can be adopted in different scenarios. In this article, we put the two methods together and
discuss the difference and commonality of them. By aggregating the two frameworks, we can gain
both their strengths in actual search scenarios.
We train and evaluate JRE and TreeNN on a newly constructed Search Result Relevance dataset
SRR (details will be introduced in Section 3). With this dataset, we investigate whether visual patterns, textual semantics, and presentation structures help in the estimation of search result relevance. Specifically, the contributions of this article are threefold:
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• The visual, textual, and structure information of search results on SERPs is incorporated
into the relevance estimation process, which has not been taken into consideration in search
engines. The estimated relevance scores are then used to rerank top-ranked search results
to better meet users’ information needs.
• Two different novel frameworks are proposed to aggregate the multiple information
sources. One is the late-fusion approach JRE and the other is the early-fusion approach
TreeNN. Different information sources work more separately and are fused through an
inter-modality attention mechanism in JRE, while TreeNN fuses them at the very beginning through the Recursive Neural Network.
• We construct a benchmark Search Result Relevance dataset SRR1 with over 6,000 queries
and corresponding top 10 search results for the relevance estimation task. The dataset is
the first-of-its-kind and is public available. It contains the screenshot, title, snippet, HTML
source code, parse tree, and a four-grade relevance score of each search result.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Search Result Ranking
The ranking process of commercial search engines can be divided into two steps as shown in the
upper right part of Figure 1. First, they design a large number of ranking features as indicators
for relevance. A lot of works have been proposed to extract different types of features given the
query and a large corpus of URLs [55]. Direct text matching methods compute matching scores
of queries and Web documents according to their term frequencies, such as BM25 [40] and vector
space model [33]. Link analysis (e.g., PageRank [35]) employs link relations as the proxy of Web
page importance based on the Web graph. Click models, such as UBM [12], DCM [19], DBN [4], and
PSCM [50], exploit user behavior based on experimental hypotheses. Besides, document statistics
(e.g., the number of words in various fields), document classifier (e.g., navigational destination
vs. informational), query features (e.g., click-through rate of the query), topical matching (e.g.,
topic-level similarity), timeliness features (e.g., freshness of a Web page) and spatial features (e.g.,
location information) are also widely used [55].
Second, cascade ranking methods take the extracted features as input to get the final ranking
list. Learning to rank algorithms (LTR) are popular ranking functions, which can be divided into
three categories: pointwise (GBRT [17]), pairwise (RankSVM [24], RankBoost [16]) and listwise
(AdaRank [53], LambdaMART [52]). Gradient Boosting Regression Tree (GBRT) formalizes LTR
as a regression problem. RankSVM formalizes LTR as a binary classification problem on document pairs and solves it using Support Vector Machines, while RankBoost solves it by means of
boosting. AdaRank directly optimizes the performance measures (e.g., NDCG) within the framework of boosting. LambdaMART is a state-of-the-art learning to rank algorithm that is based on
boosted regression trees. Finally, search results are ranked according to their relevance scores and
displayed on SERPs.
2.2

Visual Pattern and Representation

Visual patterns have strong influence on users while viewing SERPs, Web pages, and advertisements. Heterogeneous search results attract users’ attention in a completely different way from
organic results. Users may be attracted by vertical results and the browsing process on the SERP
will be affected [5, 51]. Visual patterns of advertisements also matter for propensity of user response and affect the click through rate (CTR) [1]. Some works have also paid attention to visual
1 http://www.thuir.cn/data-srr/.
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appearance of Web pages [14]. They show that the structured layout conveys useful visual information that indicates the relevance of a Web page.
Forty-three statistical visual features were designed in Reference [1] to represent the visual patterns, such as the contrast of gray-level image and Hues, lightness, and standard deviation of the
image. However, statistical features are not suitable to capture the high-level patterns of images.
The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a better choice to explore the semantic information
of images through multiple convolutional layers. CNN has made great success in many computer
vision tasks like image classification [9], object detection [39], and image captioning [54]. The fast
development is drived by both advanced structures like AlexNet [26], VGGNet [42], GoogLeNet
[47], and ResNet [20] and large public image repositories, such as Pascal VOC [13], ImageNet [11],
MSCOCO [27], and VisualGenome [25]. In this work, we adopt CNN to capture the complex visual
patterns of search results. However, there are great differences between search result screenshots
and images in the aforementioned datasets in visual patterns, contents, and shapes. Thus, we construct a new dataset consisting of search result screenshots and pre-train CNN on it to adapt the
network for the distinct characteristics of screenshots.
2.3

Text-based Result Ranking

Text matching is of central importance to many information retrieval tasks. There are two kinds of
text matching methods: traditional term-based approaches and neural networks. Traditional termbased approaches view queries and documents as a set of terms (words or phrases). Each term is
weighted based on the statistics of occurrence in the document. Tf-idf and BM25 [33] are widely
used weighting schemes, which have achieved great success across a range of collections and
search tasks. However, statistics of term frequency convey little semantic information of nature
language. Deep neural networks have shown potential in dealing with this problem. CNN and
RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) have been widely used in nature language processing tasks,
which perform well in exploring high-level structure and semantic information. A lot of works
have been proposed to estimate the relevance between a query and a document according to their
neural representations. ARCI [23] and MatchPyramid [36] use CNN to explore the sequential and
hierarchical structure of natural language sentences. MV-LSTM [49] captures the contextualized
local information by a Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory network (Bi-LSTM). Different from
these works, we use different structures for the two matching sentences. For titles or snippets, the
semantic information is explored by a single LSTM incorporated with a query guided attention
mechanism. For the base sentence to be matched with (the search task representation), we set
word-level weights to the output of another LSTM.
2.4 Structure Information on SERPs
Previous works show that the structure and layout of Web pages have a strong impact on the
quality that users perceive [32]. Structure features derived from HTML source codes of Web pages,
such as the numbers of lists and DOM elements, are utilized to indicate the Web page quality. Cai
et al. [3] proposed the VIsion-based Page Segmentation (VIPS) algorithm to segment a Web page
into semantically related content blocks from its visual presentation [3]. Song et al. [45] further
investigated how to to automatically estimate the importance of blocks in a Web page [44].
Search results can also be partitioned into multiple segments or blocks. Though the block of
a search result is much smaller than a Web page, it also has its own structure and layout, which
influence the user’s judgement of relevance. The structure of some search results is simple, such as
organic results, which are made up of two main parts: the title block and the snippet block. Others
may have complex structures, such as map verticals, which have title block, snippet block, zoomed
map block, and input block. The structure of search results can be derived from HTML source codes
of SERPs. For most search engines, the “div” HTML tag is a high-level element containing other
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blocks. The “table” tag may contain multiple rows and columns of data. The “p” tag represents a
text block, while “img” denotes an image block. These tags are constructed as a HTML tree. Thus,
we can utilize the tree structure of HTML codes to capture structure information of search results.
2.5

Recursive Neural Network

Representation and processing of variable-sized structured data is not a recent area of interest
in connectionist modeling. Early works such as Reference [37] by Hinton [21] proposed reduced
descriptors to deal with part-whole hierarchies. Recursive Auto-Associative Memories (RAAM)
proposed by Pollack [37] further instantiated Hinton’s notion of the “reduced descriptor” to combine apparently immiscible aspects of features, pointers, and symbol structures.
To automatically develop distributed representations for such structure information, a new class
of connectionist architectures called Recursive Neural Networks are presented [15, 18, 46], which
can exploit the supervised learning paradigm on structured data.
Recursive Neural Networks are adopted in many nature language processing tasks because of
the nature syntactic structure of language. Socher et al. [43] introduced the recursive auto-encoder
for sentence-level sentiment prediction. They further used Recursive Neural Networks to parse
nature language as well as nature scenes. Tree-LSTM [48] generalized the linear LSTM to a treestructured LSTM to take advantage of the syntactic properties of nature language, which can also
be regarded as a Recursive Neural Network.
However, the HTML structure of search results, which combines visual and textual modalities,
is different from the syntactic structure of nature language. Each node in the search result parse
tree is attached with a HTML tag indicating the different ways to aggregate its children. Thus,
different from the standard Recursive Neural Networks, the recursive compositional functions of
nodes in search result parse trees are different according to their HTML tags.
2.6

Attention Mechanism

Attention mechanism has shown effectiveness in various computer vision and natural language
processing tasks. In image captioning [28, 54], the language generator attends to different regions
in images while predicting captions, so that the words in captions are related to objects in images.
In machine translation, the attention mechanism tells the decoder what is now translated [2, 31],
and the words correspond to each other in different languages.
Besides the above intra-modality attention, there have also been some works adopting intermodality attention. An attention mechanism applying different weights to textual and visual
modalities in the multimodal image search task is proposed in Reference [6].
Inspired by these approaches, we introduce two types of attention mechanisms in this work: the
inter-modality and intra-modality attention mechanisms.
3 THE SRR DATASET
3.1 Data Crawling
We construct a new dataset called Search Result Relevance (SRR) to train and evaluate the proposed
models. Search log data on September 3, 2017, collected from a popular commercial search engine
are adopted, which contain 13,836,079 different queries; 37,936 distinct queries with frequency
between 100 and 10,000 are retained, which are usually regarded as torso queries with “median”
frequencies and usually the most important concerns for ranking algorithm design [57]. Google
Chrome Driver is then used to grab data. For each query, we crawl the screenshot and HTML
document of the corresponding SERP. The screenshot of each search result is then cropped, and
the title, snippet, HTML source code are extracted from the SERP document. Besides, the parse
tree of each search result is constructed from the HTML source code.
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Fig. 2. An example of SRR dataset.

The obtained search result content data of the 37, 936 queries constitute the SRR-raw dataset.
3.2

Data Parsing

For each search result, the corresponding HTML source code is constructed as a tree structure.
Each tree node is attached with a HTML tag. However, the original HTML source codes are very
noisy, which contain a lot of JavaScript codes, CSS attributes and so on. Thus, we filter out the
useless information in the HTML source codes and only the nodes contain meaningful texts and
images are retained.
Nevertheless, the obtained HTML parse trees are still too large, which contain a lot of redundant
nodes. For example, in some branches, each parent node only has one child node. These branches
can be reduced into only one node. For computing efficiency, we prune the redundant nodes in
search result parse trees. For inner nodes, if the parent node has only one child, the child node will
be removed as the higher nodes are always more discriminative. For leaf nodes, their redundant
parents will be removed too. Finally, the simplified parse trees are obtained. An example of the
parse process is shown in Figure 2.
3.3 Data Annotation
After collecting SRR-raw, we further assess the search results in terms of Relevance and ResultType through crowd-sourcing to construct SRR. From the original 37,936 queries in SRR-raw, 6,338
queries are sampled . The top 10 search results of each query are retained, resulting in 63,380
different search results. For each sampled query, the top 5 search results are consistent with the
search log (without considering the ranking order). Although we do not utilize click information
in this work, it may benefit other works.
For Relevance, we use the typical four-grade relevance criteria: irrelevant (R = 1), marginally
relevant (R = 2), relevant (R = 3), and highly relevant (R = 4) [29]. To make sure the data annotations
are reliable, we ensure that each search result is annotated by three assessors. Assessors are asked
to give a relevance score based on the search result screenshot and the corresponding query. The
most voted relevance score of three assessors is adopted as the final label. If three scores are all
different (only for 1.85% of the 63,380 search results), then we choose the one closest to the average
score. The Cohen’s Weighted κ [10] is 0.5887, which indicates that the annotated relevance scores
are of reasonable quality.
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Table 1. The Descriptions of 19 Result Types

Organic Result: One blue hyperlink with short snippet contents.
Illustrated Vertical: Consisting of the title, snippet and an illustration on the left of the search
result.
Encyclopedia Vertical: Search results from encyclopedia Web sites, usually have similar
layout with Illustrated Verticals.
Image Vertical: Composed of one row of images.
Video Vertical: Composed of one row of video snapshots.
Multi-row Image Vertical: Composed of multiple rows of images.
Multi-row Video Vertical: Composed of multiple rows of video snapshots.
Tutorial Vertical: Providing instructions to some questions, usually containing diagrams with
multiple steps.
Forum Vertical: Search results from forum websites, usually having an image on the left and a
list of hyperlinks on the right.
Map Vertical: Consisting of a zoomed map and an input box.
News Vertical: Aggregation of multiple news results, of which one is shown in details and
usually illustrated with an image while others only have title information.
Question Answering Vertical: Aggregation of multiple answers from a Community
Question-Answering site, of which one is shown in details while others only have title
information.
Textual Vertical: Hyperlinks of different channels from a Web site and corresponding snippets.
Download Vertical: Direct download links of certain softwares described by the query.
Direct Answer Vertical: Directly showing the required information described by the query
Application Vertical: Embedded applications that can be directly interacted on SERPs, such as
music or express inquiry services.
Navigation Vertical: Giving a catalog of TV serials, books and so on.
Shopping Vertical: Shopping search results from E-commerce Web sites.
Others: Search results belonging to none of the above categories.

Fig. 3. Statistics of SRR dataset.

For Result-Type, based on “result types” provided by the search engine, we manually divide the
search results into 19 categories according to the presentation styles. Since the result type is easy
to distinguish, each search result is annotated by one assessor. The descriptions of result types are
shown in Table 1.
An example of SRR dataset is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 gives the length distributions of queries,
titles and snippets, as well as the distribution of relevance labels. The average width and height of
search result screenshots are 549 and 128 pixels, respectively. There are totally 20 different HTML
tags in the parse trees (including the “root” tag). We will give more details along with the dataset.
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Fig. 4. The structure of Visual Pattern Learning Network.

4 JOINT RELEVANCE ESTIMATION MODEL
The goal of the JRE model is to explore the visual patterns, textual semantics, and presentation
structures jointly from screenshots, titles, snippets, and HTML source codes of search results. The
multiple information sources of a search result are defined as m = {v, t, s, h}, where v, t, s, and h
refer to screenshot, title, snippet, and HTML source code, respectively. Given m, VPN, TSN, SSN,
and HSN can predict a relevance score, respectively. The final relevance score of JRE is jointly
learned from the predictions of the four subnets.
Inter-Modality Attention Mechanism. Different information sources contribute differently to the
relevance estimation. Thus, we build an inter-modality attention layer on top of the four subnets.
Each information source is assigned with an attention weight, which can be automatically learned
in the training process. The final predicted relevance of JRE is defined as:

wI × RI ,
R JRE =
(1)
I ∈ {VPN, TSN, SSN, HSN}
where R I is the relevance score predicted by each subnet and w I is the corresponding attention
weight.
Optimization. JRE is initialized by the pre-trained four subnets and fine-tuned end-to-end. All
the subnets and JRE utilize CrossEntropy as the loss function, which is defined as:
L(r , y; θ ) =

N
1 
(−y j log r j − (1 − y j ) log (1 − r j )) + λ||θ ||22 ,
N j=1

(2)

where r j and y j are predicted and target relevance scores of the jth search result in the N training
samples, r j is the output of Equation (1) for JRE and Equations (8), (15), and (17) for its subnets,
respectively, y j is the normalized four-grade relevance label (see details in Section 6.2), θ includes
all the parameters in the neural network, λ denotes the L2 regularizer coefficient.
4.1 Visual Pattern Learning Network
Visual Pattern Learning Network (VPN) learns visual patterns of search result screenshots to predict relevance. As discussed in Section 2.2, visual patterns have strong influence on users while
viewing SERPs. The user’s judgement can be largely affected by “how does the search result look
like.” Thus, it is important to estimate the relevance from the visual aspect. The structure of VPN
is shown in Figure 4.
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4.1.1 Visual Representation. We employ CNN to generate visual features from each search result screenshot. The CNN architecture is based on AlexNet for simplicity. The convolutional layer
is defined as:
convi (z; Ki ) = MaxPool(ReLU(Φ(z))),

(3)

where z is the input features, Φ(·) denotes the convolutional operation, “MaxPool” is the the maxpooling operation, and Ki is the kernels to be learned in the ith convolutional layer.
VPN takes a search result screenshot v as input and projects it into feature maps through five
convolutional layers. The projected feature maps are denoted as v̂ ∈ Rh×w ×c , where h, w, and c
are the height, width, and channel number, respectively,
z 0 = v,
zl = convl (zl −1 ; Kl ), l = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

(4)
(5)

v̂ = z 5 .

(6)

4.1.2 Result-Type Guided Attention Mechanism. Different types of search results have different visual patterns. For example, image verticals are composed of images while textual verticals
contain structured textual links. The informative parts of different verticals vary a lot. Thus, VPN
generates a result-type guided attention table AT ∈ Rh×w ×t to better distinguish them and concentrate on the most informative parts of the screenshots, where t is the number of result types.
AT consists of t attention map AM ∈ Rh×w . The visual feature maps v̂ are refined through reweighting each location by the corresponding weight in AM via element-wise production. The
result-type guided visual feature maps vat t n is then projected to a relevance score through a multilayer perceptron (MLP):
v at t n = v̂ ⊗ AT {i},

(7)

R VPN = δ (ψ (vat t n )),

(8)

where δ (·) is the sigmoid function, ψ (·) is implemented as a multilayer perceptron, i refers to the
result type id, ⊗ represents element-wise production, and AM = AT {i}.
4.2 Textual Semantics Learning Networks
Title Semantics Learning Network (TSN) and Snippet Semantics Learning Network (SSN) explore
semantic information of titles and snippets, respectively. Apart from the visual aspect, the textual
contents provide abstracts of search results that are also vital bases for users’ judgements. TSN
and SSN are trained separately, because we believe that the title and snippet are organized with
different language patterns. They share the same structure as shown in Figure 5.
4.2.1 Textual Representation. When predicting the semantic matching score as relevance, the
search task ST need to be defined. Queries are usually regarded as search tasks. However, information contained in queries is limited. So, besides the query, we also design a more comprehensive
semantic representation of the search task based on pseudo relevance feedback. For each query q,
the most important k keywords from the query as well as titles and snippets of the top 10 search
results are filtered out:
text = {q, ti , si |i = 1, . . . , 10},
x = Tfidf(text ) ∈ R

21×N

,

W = Normalization(AvgPool(x )) ∈ RN ,
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Fig. 5. The structure of the Title Semantics Learning Network and the Snippet Semantics Learning Network.
ALGORITHM 1: Query Guided Attention Sliding Window
Input: AW = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , al ], Q = [q 1 , q 2 , . . . , qm ] and a sentence S = [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , sn ], l is the window size
that is odd, m is the query length, n is the sentence length.
Output: W = [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ] as the weights of terms in S.
W = [1, 1, . . . , 1] ∈ Rn ;
for each term sindex in S do
if sindex ∈ Q then
for i ← 1 to l do
l +1
if index − l +1
2 + i ≥ 1 and index − 2 + i ≤ n then
w index − l +1 +i = w index − l +1 +i × ai
2

2

end
end
end
end

where ti , si refer to the title and snippet of the ith search result, respectively; N is the number
of distinct words in text; “Tfidf” computes the t f -id f score of each word; “AvgPool” is the the
average-pooling operation; and “Normalization” controls the t f -id f weights between 0 and 1.
Then k keywords with the maximum weights in W are set as the search task representation ST k ,
and the corresponding weights are W k . The query is denoted as ST q , while the corresponding
weights are W q with all elements set to 1.
The title or snippet and the corresponding ST are then fed into LSTM. The output of LSTM is
denoted as h ∈ Rn×d , where n is the sentence length and d is the number of hidden units in LSTM.
The textual representations are defined as:
ht = LSTM(t ), hs = LSTM(s), hst = LSTM(ST ).

(12)

4.2.2 Query Guided Attention Sliding Window. As shown in Figure 5, we design a query guided
attention sliding window AW to assign different weights to words according to their distances from
query terms, where AW ∈ Rl , l is the window size. AW slides along a title or snippet to detect the
query terms and applies weights to words inside it. The closer a word is to query terms, the more
weight it gets. After the attention window sliding process, the sentence weight W is obtained. The
overall attention sliding window algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 6. The structure of the HTML Tree Structure Learning Network. Words in green are HTML tags, while
red refers to the HTML class.

The relevance score of TSN (SSN) is the cosine similarity between the search task representation
and the title (snippet).
htat/st n = ψ (AvgPool(ht /s × W t /s )),
hst
at t n
R TSN/SSN

= ψ (AvgPool(h × W )),


htat/st n  hst
at t n
,
= cosine htat/st n , hst
at t n =
||htat/st n || × ||hst
at t n ||
st

st

(13)
(14)
(15)

where W t /s is the output weights of Algorithm 1, W st is either W q or W k , ψ (·) represents a fully
connected layer, and  refers to dot production.
4.3

HTML Tree Structure Learning Network

In SERPs, the search result is constructed with particular HTML tree structure according to the
result type. Each visible item has a corresponding HTML tag, such as “div,” “h3,” “p,” and “a,” while
each HTML tag has a class attribute indicating the content of the element. For example, “box” is
a high-level element that may contain both texts and images, while “txt” refers to texts and “img”
represents the image. The presentation structure can be exploited from the HTML source code of
each search result.
As shown in Figure 6, a tag tree and a class tree are constructed from the HTML source code
at the first. The tree structure cannot be used for learning directly. So we convert the two trees
to vectors through Depth-First-Search (DFS) or Breadth-First-Search (BFS) algorithm. Each tag or
class is embedded into a vectorial representation. Then after 2D-convolution and pooling using
different kernels, the tag feature ft aд and class feature fcl ass are obtained. The whole HTML tree
structure representation fhtml is element-wise production of ft aд and fcl ass . The HTML feature
fhtml is then projected to a relevance score through a multilayer perceptron (MLP),
fhtml = ft aд ⊗ fcl ass ,
R HSN = δ (ψ ( fhtml )),
where δ (·) is the sigmoid function and ψ (·) is implemented as a multilayer perceptron.
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Fig. 7. The structure of Tree-based Deep Neural Network. “CF” denotes the compositional function.

5

TREE-BASED DEEP NEURAL NETWORK

The TreeNN is composed of the recursive neural network, content extraction networks and relevance estimation network. The input to TreeNN is a parse tree of the search result. Each leaf node
of the parse tree contains either an image or a text phrase in the search result, while each inner
node is attached with a HTML tag. TreeNN recursively computes the feature vector of the parent
node from its children in a bottom-up fashion using different compositional functions. The feature
vector of the root node is adopted as the representation of the whole search result and is used to
estimate the relevance. Figure 7 displays this approach.
5.1 Content Extraction Networks
First, we need to extract the visual and textual information from the image leaf nodes and text leaf
nodes of the parse tree. The widely used Convolutional Neural Network and Recurrent Neural
Network are adopted in the TreeNN framework to represent the images or texts in the search
result.
5.1.1 Image Representation. For each image in the parse tree (each image corresponds to an
image leaf node), the widely used CNN architecture AlexNet [26] is utilized to extract the visual feature. The output of the last fully connected layer in AlexNet is adopted as the visual
representation of the image I in the search result,
fimд = CNN(I ).

(18)

5.1.2 Text Representation. For the query and phrases in the parse tree (each phrase corresponds
to a text leaf node), we adopt the GRU [8] architecture to extract the semantic representation of
q
p
the texts. Let q = {w t }tm=1 and p = {w t }tn=1 denote the tokens of the query and a phrase in the
q
parse tree, respectively. Each token is converted to the respective word-level embedding ({et }tm=1
p n
q m
p n
or {et }t =1 ). GRU is then used to produce high-level representations {ut }t =1 and {ut }t =1 of all words
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in the query and the phrase, respectively:

 q

q
q
ut = GRU ut −1 , et ,

(19)

 p

p
p
ut = GRU ut −1 , et .

(20)

The textual feature of the query or each phrase in the parse tree is the final hidden state of GRU:
q

f q = um ,

(21)

p

(22)

ft x t = un .

5.2 Recursive Neural Network
For the search result parse tree, it is a natural idea to represent each node through a bottom-up
recursive process. For the parent node N P, {NC 1 , NC 2 , . . . , NC L } denote its child nodes. The relevance between each child node and the query is different. Thus, they should contribute differently
to the final representation of the parent node. Nodes in the parse tree contain texts, images, or
the combination of them. To measure the similarity of the textual query and the nodes containing
multimedia contents, we first project the query into a search intent representation. The cosine similarity between each child node and the query intent feature is then computed as the query-based
attention, which applies more weight to the node containing more related information.
fint ent = Wint ent fq + bint ent ,
simi

= cosine( f N Ci , fint ent ), i = 1, 2, . . . , L,
sim = softmax(sim 0 , sim 1 , . . . , sim L ),

(23)
(24)
(25)

where L is the number of child nodes of N P, f N Ci is the feature vector of child node NCi , Wint ent
and bint ent are weights and biases to project the original query feature extracted in Equation (21)
to the intent feature, sim is the final query-intent attention weights after softmax.
Besides, nodes in the parse tree correspond to different HTML tags, which contain different
types of data and aggregate its children in distinct ways. Thus, we adopt different compositional
functions to distinguish different kinds of child nodes. In this way, we can incorporate the composition of HTML nodes into the recursive process and better explore the structure information of
the parse tree. The original feature of each child node is projected by corresponding compositional
function according to its HTML tag. The projected feature is then re-weighted by the query-intent
attention weight in Equation (25). After the feature vector of each child node is obtained through
the bottom-up process as shown in Figure 8, the representation of N P is then computed as the
summation of all its children’s feature vectors,


fN C = δ W (t aдi ) f N C + b (t aдi ) , i = 1, 2, . . . , L,
(26)
i

fN P =

i

L


simi fN Ci ,

(27)

i=1

where taдi is the tag label of NCi , W (t aдi ) and b (t aдi ) are weights and biases of the compositional
function corresponding to taдi , respectively, and δ (·) is the PReLu function.
5.3 Relevance Estimation Network
The final feature vector of the root node in the parse tree of each search result is obtained after the
recursive process. It is regarded as the representation of the whole search result and is then projected to a relevance score through the relevance estimation network, which is implemented as a
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Fig. 8. The recursive process. Weights and biases of different compositional functions correspond to different
tags. The red circle denotes the cosine similarity of the query intent feature and each child node feature after
softmax.

multilayer perceptron (MLP). Let “RvNN” denote the recursive neural network, the representation
of the search result is defined as:
fr oot = RvNN(T , { fimд }, { ft x t }, fq ),

(28)

where T is the parse tree of the search result, { fimд }, { ft x t } are feature vectors of all the image and
text leaf nodes in the parse tree extracted by the content extraction networks, and fq is the feature
vector of the query.
The relevance score and loss function are defined as:
R TreeNN = δ (ψ ( fr oot )),
L(r , y; θ ) =

N
1 
(y j − r j ) 2 + λ||θ ||22 ,
N j=1

(29)

(30)

where δ (·) is the sigmoid function; ψ (·) is implemented as a multilayer perceptron; r j and y j are
predicted and target relevance scores of the jth search result in the N training samples, respectively; r j is the output of Equation (29); y j is the normalized four-grade relevance label (see details
in Section 6.2); θ includes all the parameters in the neural network; and λ denotes the L2 regularizer
coefficient.
5.4 Training Steps
Assumption 1. The result type can be distinguished according to the structure of the parse tree
and is independent of the texts or images in the search result.
Assumption 2. The relevance of the search result depends on both the structure and contents. As
shown in Figure 9, the structure determines how the contents are organized, while the contents
provide exact visual and textual information.
For example, if a search result parse tree has more than four image nodes, it is more likely to
be an image vertical, no matter what the images are. When the user judges the relevance of the
search result, he or she needs to make sure whether the image vertical is what he or she wants
and if the images in it are relevant to his or her information need.
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the two assumptions.

Fig. 10. The three training steps of Tree-based Deep Neural Network.

According to the two assumptions, we conduct a three-step training procedure as shown in
Figure 10. The first step learns the structures of different search results and the second step learns
the visual and textual contents. Finally, the third step aggregates the structures and contents of
search results and fine-tune the whole Tree-based Deep Neural Network end-to-end.
5.4.1 Step 1: Structure Learning. The first step is based on Assumption 1. In this step, we want
to train the network to better explore the structures of search results, regardless of the actual texts
or images.
We conduct a classification task to train the recursive neural network of TreeNN. The dimension
of the last layer of the multilayer perceptron in the relevance estimation network is set to the
number of result types. The texts and images of search results are set to random values, instead of
feature vectors extracted by the content extraction networks,
fimд = random(−ϵ, ϵ ),
ft x t = random(−ϵ, ϵ ),

(31)
(32)

where random(·) produces random numbers from a uniform distribution on the interval (−ϵ, ϵ ), ϵ
is set to 1 in our experiments.
The modified TreeNN is utilized to predict the result type given a parse tree of the search result.
We only optimize the compositional functions of different kinds of tree nodes and the multilayer
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perceptron (MLP),
x = softmax(ψ ( fr oot )),


exp(x[class])
L(x, class) = − log 
,
j exp(x[j])

(33)
(34)

where class ∈ [0, C − 1], C is the number of different result types, ψ (·) is the multilayer perceptron,
and the predicted result type is arg max(x ).
5.4.2 Step 2: Content Learning. Step 2 is based on Assumption 2. In this step, we estimate the
relevance from the actual texts and images. The aim of Step 2 is to optimize the content extraction
networks, and the compositional functions of the recursive neural network trained in Step 1 are
fixed. The predicted relevance score and the loss function are the same with those in Equations (29)
and (30).
5.4.3 Step 3: End-to-end Fine-tuning. Step 1 and Step2 train different components of TreeNN,
respectively. Step 1 tries to learn the structures of search results through a classification task based
on the recursive neural network. Step 2 trains the content extraction networks to exploit visual
and textual information of search results. In Step 3, we fine-tune the whole network of TreeNN in
an end-to-end way to achieve further improvements. The predicted relevance score and the loss
function are the same with Step 2.
6 EXPERIMENT SETUP
6.1 Initialization
JRE takes the search result screenshots as inputs while TreeNN takes normal images as inputs.
Thus, the CNNs in JRE and TreeNN are initialized in different ways. For JRE, to adapt VPN for
the visual patterns of search result screenshots, we pre-train AlexNet to classify result types on
167,009 sampled screenshots of SRR-raw. The sampled data are split into the training, validation
and testing sets at a ratio of 8 : 1 : 1. The classification accuracy of the 19 result types is 98.79%,
indicating the strong ability of CNN to distinguish visual patterns. The five convolutional layers
in VPN are initialized with weights in the pre-trained AlexNet. For TreeNN, the AlexNet is simply
pre-trained on ImageNet. For textual modality, we employ Skip-Gram algorithm [34] to train word
embeddings on Wikipedia2 dataset and fine-tune it on titles and snippets in SRR-raw.
6.2

Parameter Settings

We split SRR into the training, validation and testing sets at a ratio of 8 : 1 : 1. For JRE, search result
screenshots are resized to 550 × 130 pixels according to the average size. Titles and snippets are
truncated to 20 and 100 words, respectively, for training efficiency. The word embedding dimension
is set to 200. The hidden representation dimension of LSTM is set to 1,000. For HSN, we only consider the 10 major elements in the HTML source code of each search result, because tiny HTML elements have little impacts on presentation structures. Thus, the length of tag and class vector is set
to 10. Each HTML tag or class is embedded into a 200-dimension vector. Five different sizes of kernels are utilized in the 2D-convolutional operation, which are {kernel ∈ Rh×200×256 |h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
The four-grade relevance labels y are normalized to (y − 1)/3, where y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

2 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/zhwiki/latest/zhwiki-latest-pages-articles.xml.bz2.
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For TreeNN, the images in parse trees are resized to 224 × 224 pixels. The word embedding
dimension is also set to 200. The hidden representation dimension of GRU is set to 1,000.
6.3

Evaluation Metrics

All evaluation and empirical analysis are reported by mean of Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (NDCG) [41] and Mean Squared Error (MSE):
1
MSE˜(r, y) = (r − y)T (r − y),
(35)
n
k
 2y j − 1
,
(36)
NDCG@k = Nk−1
log2 (1 + j)
j=1
where r is the estimated relevance scores, y is the relevance labels, n is the number of search results,
yj

−1
Nk denotes the maximum of kj=1 log2 (1+j
) , and y j refers to the relevance label of the search result
2
ranked at the jth position.
6.4

Baselines

There have been no multimodal neural models utilizing SERP contents to estimate relevance. Thus,
we adapt state-of-the-art LTR and neural text matching methods for SERP contents as two types
of baselines.
6.4.1 Learning To Rank. To train LTR methods, 19 different statistical features are extracted
from visual modality (screenshots), textual modality (titles and snippets) and HTML modality
(HTML source codes). Details about the visual features are described in References [1, 7]. The
textual features are designed following the methodology used by Microsoft LETOR data [38]. The
two HTML features are designed to reflect the structure complexity of search results.
Visual Features: gray-level contrast, contrast of dominant hues, number of dominant bins in
gray-level histogram, number of dominant hues, standard deviation of gray-level images, standard
deviation of hues, colorfulness.
Textual Features: Document Length, tf, idf, tf-idf, and BM25 scores of titles and snippets
HTML Features: number of nodes in a HTML tree, number of node types in a HTML tree.
Three types of LTR methods are adopted in our experiments:
Pointwise: GBRT
Pairwise: RankSVM and RankBoost
Listwise: AdaRank and LambdaMART
For RankSVM, we use the implementation of SV M r ank 3 , while RankLib4 is used for RankBoost,
AdaRank, and LambdaMart.
6.4.2 Neural Text Matching. Three neural text matching models are compared to in our experiments: MV-LSTM [49], ARCI [23], and MatchPyramid [36]. The implementations of the three
models in Match-Zoo5 are adopted. MSE is used as the loss function, which preforms better than
CrossEntropy in our training process. To make a fair comparison with our models, the word embedding dimension is set to 200 and the hidden representation dimension of LSTM in MV-LSTM is
set to 1,000 (which is originally set to 50). The effects of different search task representations are
evaluated to make a comprehensive comparison and we report the best performance.

3 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm_light/svm_rank.html.
4 https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/.
5 https://github.com/faneshion/MatchZoo.
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Table 2. Performance of Different Query Guided Attention Windows for TSN and
SSN

Size
3

5

Weight
1.2, 1.3, 1.2
1.8, 2.0, 1.8
3.0, 4.0, 3.0
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.2, 1.1
1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 1.8, 1.6
2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 3.0, 2.0
No Attention

NDCG@3
0.8165
0.8244
0.7853
0.8180
0.8197
0.8126
0.8021

NDCG@5
0.8549
0.8611
0.8268
0.8551
0.8604
0.8530
0.8435

NDCG@10
0.9293
0.9323
0.9166
0.9299
0.9309
0.9281
0.9242

MSE
0.0344
0.0337
0.0460
0.0343
0.0336
0.0336
0.0351

Table 3. Performance of Different Search Task Representations for
TSN and SSN

Model
TSN - ST q
TSN - ST 10
TSN - ST 20
SSN - ST q
SSN - ST 10
SSN - ST 20
7

NDCG@3
0.8275
0.8244
0.8260
0.8148
0.8191
0.8154

NDCG@5
0.8635
0.8611
0.8622
0.8477
0.8559
0.8508

NDCG@10
0.9332
0.9323
0.9323
0.9255
0.9282
0.9264

MSE
0.0336
0.0337
0.0334
0.0350
0.0351
0.0344

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

7.1 Setting Selection for JRE
7.1.1 Attention Window Selecting for TSN and SSN. Two different sizes and three different
weights of query guided attention sliding windows are tested on TSN to apply different levels of
attention. [1.2, 1.3, 1.2] and [1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.2, 1.1] slightly promote the importance of words near
query terms, while [3.0, 4.0, 3.0] and [2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 3.0, 2.0] pay more attention to words near query
terms obviously. [1.8, 2.0, 1.8] and [1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 1.8, 1.6] are moderate choices. We did not try more
window settings and the performance may be further improved by better attention window.
ST 10 (described in Section 4.2) is utilized as search task representation in this experiment. We
also test the performance of TSN without attention. Results in Table 2 show that attention window
of size 3 and weight [1.8, 2.0, 1.8] performs the best. We will adopt this attention window setting
in the following experiments. A conclusion can also be drawn from the results that inappropriate
attention window (e.g., [3.0, 4.0, 3.0]) is worse than no attention.
7.1.2 Search Task Selecting for TSN and SSN. Three kinds of search task representations are
defined: ST q , ST 10 , ST 20 as described in Section 4.2. The query guided attention sliding window is
set to [1.8, 2, 1.8]. According to the results in Table 3, we will use ST q as the search task in TSN and
ST 10 in SSN. It is an interesting finding that “title with ST q ” and “snippet with ST k ” preform better.
This may be explained by the fact that titles of top search results contain many exact matching
query terms.
7.2 Step Results of TreeNN
Table 4 shows the results of the three steps in training TreeNN. The first training step of TreeNN
is to classify result types purely based on the search result parse tree without texts or images. The
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Table 4. Experiment Results of the Three Steps
in Training TreeNN

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

Classification Accuracy
0.9166
NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10
0.8627
0.8856
0.9454
0.8690
0.8933
0.9488

MSE
0.0300
0.0296

Table 5. Experiment Results of Different Models

Model
Search Engine
GBRT
RankSVM
RankBoost
AdaRank
LambdaMART
MV-LSTM-snippet
MV-LSTM-title
ARCI-snippet
ARCI-title
MatchPyramid-snippet
MatchPyramid-title
HSN
SSN
TSN
VPN
JRE
TreeNN

NDCG@3
0.8025
0.8140
0.8200
0.8181
0.7981
0.8306
0.8087
0.8165
0.8110
0.8196
0.8108
0.8331
0.8073
0.8191
0.8275
0.8647
0.8715∗+
0.8690∗+

NDCG@5
0.8409
0.8553
0.8584
0.8587
0.8410
0.8651
0.8434
0.8507
0.8430
0.8553
0.8472
0.8645
0.8438
0.8559
0.8635
0.8878
0.8949∗+
0.8933∗+

NDCG@10
0.9243
0.9267
0.9293
0.9278
0.9207
0.9324
0.9255
0.9280
0.9264
0.9303
0.9262
0.9333
0.9261
0.9282
0.9332
0.9451
0.9478∗+
0.9488∗+

MSE
—
0.0388
—
—
—
—
0.0357
0.0346
0.0338
0.0340
0.0338
0.0326
0.0379
0.0351
0.0336
0.0297
0.0296
0.0296

∗ , + and denote the significant improvement compared to the original rankings of the search engine, the best learning to rank baseline LambdaMART and the best neural text matching baseline
MatchPyramid-title, respectively (p-value < 0.01).

classification accuracy of 19 result types is 91.66%. This evidences Assumption 1 that it is possible
to discriminate the result type from the structure of search results.
The second training step fixes the compositional functions learned in the first step and optimizes the content extraction networks and the relevance estimation network. The third training
step optimizes the whole network of TreeNN end to end and achieves further improvement than
Step 2.
7.3 Comparison
Our models are compared with all the baselines and original ranking lists of the search engine.
Since there are three kinds of search task representations for each text matching model, the best
performance among the three is reported. All the methods focus on reranking of the top 10 search
results, thus have high values of NDCGs. From the experiment results in Table 5, some observations
can be made:
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Fig. 11. The effectiveness of intra-modality attention mechanism. “no-attn” refers to models without attention mechanism. The performances of the models with attention mechanism are significant better (p < 0.05)
than that of the models without it.

Comparison with the original ranking list. All the methods except for AdaRank achieve superior performance than original ranking lists of the search engine in terms of NDCG@3,5,10,
which indicates that there is still large room for improvements in search engines. Either a single
information source or multiple of them help in reranking search results.
Comparison with baselines. LambdaMART performs the best among LTR methods while
MatchPyramid performs the best among neural text matching models. For JRE, TSN is better than
MV-LSTM and ARCI on titles. SSN achieves superior performance than all neural text matching
baselines on snippets. This shows the effectiveness of our proposed attention guided text matching
subnets. Though LTR methods utilize multiple information sources, the statistical features are not
capable to indicate the relevance of search results. This shows the advantage of neural networks
in exploring high-level semantic information.
When different information sources are jointly explored, JRE and TreeNN achieve superior
performance than all the other models. JRE improves the original ranking lists of the search engine by 8.60%, 6.42%, and 2.54% in terms of NDCG@3,5,10, respectively, while 8.29%, 6.23%, and
2.65% for TreeNN (all improvements are statistically significant according to t-test with p-value <
0.01). The differences between JRE and TreeNN are not significant (p-value = 0.76, 0.81, 0.77 on
NDCG@3,5,10, respectively).
7.4

The Effectiveness of Intra-Modality Attention Mechanism

As shown in Figure 11, the introduced intra-modality attention mechanisms can improve the performance of VPN, TSN, and SSN by a large margin. This indicates that by paying more attention
to the most informative parts of search results, VPN can learn the visual patterns more efficiently.
The experiment results also show that words around query terms contain more related information
and may attract more attention when users reading the texts. It is consistent with our observation.
7.5

Qualitative Analysis

To intuitively examine the effectiveness of JRE and TreeNN, we show the search results of query
“Firefox” in Figure 12. The original ranking list of the search engine is shown in the left. When
users search for “Firefox,” they are more likely to expect the official Web site or some knowledge
about Firefox browser, or they have some troubles in using Firefox and they want the solutions.
But the search engine puts a download result at the top, which only helps for some people. The
search result ranked at the second position is an advertisement, which is the most unhelpful. The
official Web site result, encyclopedia result and search results solving problems are all not ranked
to top positions.
As for JRE, the ranking lists of the four subnets are shown in the middle of Figure 12. HSN puts
the eighth search result from a lower position to a higher-ranked one, which has a more complicated structure. The fourth and sixth search results are ranked behind perhaps due to the simple
structure. SSN puts the fifth, seventh, fourth, and third search results at the top positions, whose
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Fig. 12. A qualitative example of query “Firefox.” The number in the yellow icon is the original ranking
position of the search result. The number of red stars represents the relevance label. The yellow icons in the
middle show the ranking list of each subnet of JRE. See an English translation in the appendix. Best viewed
in electronic form.

snippets are more semantically similar to words in the search task definition, such as “Firefox,”
“browser,” “download,” “free,” and “secure.” The second search result is ranked at the bottom as
its snippet is not related with users’ information need at all. TSN concentrates on titles. The second, eighth, tenth, and ninth titles are less related with “Firefox” and thus ranked behind. VPN
puts the third, fifth, eighth, and seventh search results at the top, which are all reliable. Finally,
JRE incorporates all the information sources and provide an adjusted satisfactory ranking list. The
official Web site result, encyclopedia result and the search results solving problems are ranked at
the top. Relatively non-helpful search results and the advertisement are ranked behind.
As for TreeNN, the official Web site result and encyclopedia result are also ranked at the top. The
advertisement result and the direct answer vertical providing the telephone number are all ranked
backward. The seventh and ninth search results are ranked forward as each part of the search
result is more relevant to the query. All the parts together provide more helpful information as
a whole. On the contrary, the 1st download vertical is ranked to a lower position. The download
service is also provided in the official Web site, which is more authoritative. The download vertical
is not as important as the official Web site or encyclopedia result.
8

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

JRE and TreeNN fuse the multiple information sources in different ways. They both achieve superior performance than the original ranking of the search engine. It is important to know how
different information sources contribute in the two frameworks. That will help us to better understand how these modalities work under different fusion methods.
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Table 6. Performance When Discarding Each Subnet of JRE

Model
JRE without VPN
JRE without TSN
JRE without SSN
JRE without HSN
JRE

NDCG@3
0.8330
0.8668
0.8668
0.8703
0.8715

NDCG@5
0.8663
0.8908
0.8919
0.8945
0.8949

NDCG@10
0.9337
0.9473
0.9473
0.9475
0.9478

MSE
0.0339
0.0299
0.0303
0.0298
0.0296

Besides, JRE and TreeNN have similar performance. Is there differences between their ranking
strategies? Why these ranking strategies outperform the search engine? Through deeper analysis
of these questions, we will better understand the relations and differences of the two approaches.
The ultimate objective of all the ranking methods is to satisfy users’ information needs. Thus,
the users’ judgement of different ranking strategies is another important evaluation indicator.
Finally, we will investigate important issues to apply the two models to actual search scenarios. Based on the characteristics of the different ranking strategies, it is possible to design proper
methods to take advantage of both the two approaches.
In this section, we aim to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 How does each information source contribute to JRE and TreeNN?
RQ2 Why JRE and TreeNN outperform the search engine?
RQ3 What is the difference between JRE and TreeNN?
RQ4 What is the users’ perception of different ranking strategies?
RQ5 How to adapt JRE and TreeNN to the actual search scenarios?
8.1 RQ1: How Does Each Information Source Contribute to JRE and TreeNN?
8.1.1 Joint Relevance Estimation. For JRE, the automatically learned inter-modality attention
can better incorporate different information sources, which jointly achieve the best performance.
The ability of each information source in relevance estimation can be reflected by the respective
performance of VPN, TSN, SSN, and HSN to a certain extent. VPN preforms the best among the
four subnets of JRE, which verifies the importance of visual patterns in estimating relevance, especially in reranking top results. TSN performs better than SSN. Although information contained in
snippets is much richer, titles are more refined. HSN achieves almost the same performance with
DFS or BFS encoding algorithm, and is just slightly better than the original ranking of the search
engine. Though HTML source codes provide valuable information of presentation structures, the
information they contain is limited. Converting a HTML element tree to a vector will also lose a
lot of structure information.
To give an ablation study of each modality, we prune out each subnet from JRE. As shown in
Table 6, when VPN is discarded, there is significant loss in performance, while the whole model
suffers little without HSN. TSN and SSN have nearly the same impact on JRE.
Table 7 shows the attention weight of each subnet in all frameworks. In all circumstances, VPN
accounts for the biggest weight and HSN accounts for the smallest. TSN and SSN contribute equally
to the model.
From the contrastive results, it is clear that visual patterns of the whole search result are the
most important signals in relevance estimation, and semantic information of texts takes the second
place. Due to the limitation of representation ability of the HTML tree, the presentation structure
of the search result has not been effectively excavated in JRE.
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Table 7. Weights of Each Subnet in Different Frameworks of
JRE

Model
JRE without VPN
JRE without TSN
JRE without SSN
JRE without HSN
JRE

VPN
—
0.3581
0.3771
0.3720
0.2778

TSN
0.3532
—
0.3082
0.3101
0.2355

SSN
0.3547
0.3250
—
0.3179
0.2438

HSN
0.2921
0.3169
0.3147
—
0.2429

Table 8. Performance When Discarding Images or/and Texts in TreeNN

Model
Search Engine
no image
no text
no image&text
TreeNN

NDCG@3
0.8025
0.8608
0.8449
0.8324
0.8690

NDCG@5
0.8409
0.8863
0.8730
0.8621
0.8933

NDCG@10
0.9243
0.9453
0.9389
0.9348
0.9488

MSE
—
0.0298
0.0331
0.0335
0.0296

8.1.2 Tree-based Deep Neural Network. For TreeNN, we remove the image or text nodes in the
parse trees to evaluate the contribution of them. More specifically, when removing the image or
text nodes, we set the fimд or ft x t to zero vectors. The experiment results are shown in Table 8.
When discarding the image nodes, there is slight decline in performance. If the text nodes are
removed from the parse tree, then the performance declines a lot. This may be because text nodes
are much more than image nodes in parse trees, thus contribute more to the recursive structure
of TreeNN. When all image and text nodes are discarded, the only left information is the tree
structure, and the performance becomes even worse. At the same time, it is an interesting finding
that only the tree structure information can also help in the reranking, which achieves better
performance than the original ranking of the search engine. The ablation results are coincident
with the assumptions proposed in Section 5.4. The content information of different modalities and
the structure information together achieve a better performance.
JRE and TreeNN both utilize the visual, structure and textual information of search results. However, the multimodal information is not exactly the same for the two models due to the different
fusion methods. First, JRE takes the whole screenshot of the search result as input, while TreeNN
utilize the images in it. The screenshot contains much more information than a single or multiple images in the search result. Thus, the visual information in JRE contributes more than that in
TreeNN. Second, all the texts and images are embedded into the parse tree in TreeNN. The tree
structure is explored through the recursive neural network. However, in JRE, the structure information is only represented by the tag tree and the class tree. These two trees are then compressed
into vectors and a lot of structure information loses during this process. That is why the structure
information in TreeNN performs better than that in JRE (the “no image&text” result in Table 8
compared to HSN in Table 5). Third, JRE takes the whole title and snippet sentences as inputs,
while these texts are segmented into phrases according to the HTML source codes in TreeNN. The
differences in data forms and fusion methods cause the different performances of JRE and TreeNN.
Each information source also contributes differently in the two models.
8.2

RQ2: Why Do JRE and TreeNN Outperform the Search Engine?

From the experiment results, we can see that JRE and TreeNN outperform the original ranking of the search engine by a large margin. Why they achieve the significant improvements?
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Fig. 13. The cumulative position offset of each type of search results after the reranking of JRE and TreeNN.
The positive numbers (in yellow color) mean that the search results are moved forward, while the negative
ones (in red color) mean they are moved backward.

What is the characteristics of their ranking strategies? Because these two models are designed to
capture the content and structure information of heterogeneous verticals, there should be differences in the reranking of different result types. Thus, we analyze how the position of each type of
search results changes after reranking.
We compute the offset from the original ranking position after reranking of each search result.
The position offsets of search results belonging to the same result type are accumulated. As shown
in Figure 13, the positive numbers mean that the search results are moved forward, while the
negative ones mean that they are moved backward. Figure 14 shows the corresponding average
positions of different result types in the original ranking lists of the search engine and reranked lists
of JRE or TreeNN. The left histograms show how the ranking position changes after the reranking
of JRE, while the right histograms show that of TreeNN.
For JRE, the “Illustrated Verticals,” “Question Answering Verticals,” “Encyclopedia Verticals,”
and “News Verticals” are all moved forward, while the “Organic Results” are moved backward.
There are similar ranking characteristics for TreeNN, while its preferred vertical types are a little
different from JRE. It is clear that JRE and TreeNN prefer verticals that are usually of high quality,
contain multimedia information, and also have suitable structures to better display the contents.
These vertical results can better satisfy users’ information needs. The homogenous organic results
are usually not competitors in providing helpful information for users. Thus, they are more possible
to be ranked backward. The example of “Firefox” in Section 7.5 is also coincident with the statistical
results in Figure 13 and Figure 14.
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Fig. 14. The average positions of different types of search results. The black bars show the average positions
in the original ranking lists of the search engine. The green bars and blue bars show the average positions
after reranking of JRE and TreeNN, respectively.

Fig. 15. The performance of JRE and TreeNN on different query sets in terms of NDCG@3,5,10. “<=n” (or
“>=n”) denotes the queries that have less (or more) than n vertical results in their top 10 search results.

8.3 RQ3: What Is the Difference between JRE and TreeNN?
JRE and TreeNN have similar overall performances. However, they fuse multimodal information in different ways. The content and structure information of search results are also exploited
differently. As organic results and vertical results vary a lot in both content and structure, when
estimating the relevance of these two kinds of search results, there may exist differences between
JRE and TreeNN.
We compare the two models on different query sets divided according to how many vertical
results the query has. For example, queries have less (or more) than n vertical results in their
top 10 search results are classified into the same category. Figure 15 shows how JRE and TreeNN
perform on different query sets in terms of NDCG@3,5,10. When there are less vertical results, JRE
performs better than TreeNN. However, when vertical results belonging to the query account for
more and more, TreeNN gradually gains the upper hand. When there are all organic results for a
query (#vertical results ≤ 0), JRE outperforms TreeNN by a large margin. However, when search
results belonging to a query are all vertical results (#vertical results ≥ 10), TreeNN performs much
better.
This shows the different characteristics of the two ranking strategies. JRE takes the titles and
snippets as two independent information sources. This helps a lot for organic results, which only
contain texts and the structure is also very simple. However, for TreeNN, all the texts and images in
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the search results are incorporated by the HTML parse tree. The tree structure is better exploited
through the recursive neural network. Thus, TreeNN is better in capturing the structure information of search results. As the vertical results usually have more complicated structure than organic
results, it is easier for TreeNN to deal with verticals than JRE. JRE and TreeNN are complementary
in dealing with different queries. It may help a lot by combining their strengths.
8.4 RQ4: What Is the Users’ Perception of Different Ranking Strategies?
JRE and TreeNN achieve superior performance than the original ranking of the search engine as
well as all LTR and neural text matching baselines on NDCGs. From Section 8.3 we know that,
JRE and TreeNN perform differently on vertical results and organic results. For queries with more
vertical results, TreeNN performs better, while JRE outperforms TreeNN when there are more organic results. As JRE and TreeNN are both pointwise methods, they are disabled to perceive the
relevance of the other search results in the ranking list. The models are only capable to estimate
the relevance of a single search result and distinguish whether it is a vertical or organic result
at the same time. In this way, when comparing by NDCG scores, the number of vertical results
belonging to a query may have strong influence on the performance of the two models. However,
when users are browsing the SERP, they will consider more interactions between the search results.
The heterogeneity or diversity of the ranking list may be more important, because it is the users’
first impression. In other words, how many different types of search results are there in the ranking
list may have more influence on users’ preference.
Thus, we divide the queries in the testing set according to how many different types of search
results they have, which can be regarded as the heterogeneity of the ranking list. The ranking lists
of some queries are more heterogeneous (e.g., a lot of different types of search results in the ranking
list), while others are more homogenous (e.g., all the search results belong to the same result type).
The number of result types for the queries varies from 1 to 8 in our testing set. All the queries are
then divided into the eight buckets corresponding to each number. We randomly sample queries
from each bucket according to its capacity (if the bucket contains more queries, we sample more
queries from it), resulting in 100 queries in total. The distribution of result types of the sampled
queries is the same with that of the whole testing set. After that, the user preference assessment
test is conducted to find out which ranking strategy users prefer considering the heterogeneity
influence. The experiment methodology follows [30, 50].
We compare each two of the three ranking approaches: the original rankings of the search
engine, the rankings of JRE and TreeNN. For each approach pair, seven people are asked to compare
the different ranking lists of the 100 queries and there are totally 21 different assessors participated
in the preference assessment experiment. All the participants are university students with a variety
of majors and self-reported search expertise.
The interface of the experiment platform is shown in Figure 18. Given two different ranking
lists of the same query side by side, the assessors should first figure out the meaning of the query.
Imaging they are searching for the query in a search engine, what search results they would expect
for, and which ranking list they prefer. All the search results can be clicked and assessors can
browse the corresponding landing pages. After they have decided which ranking list is better, the
assessors are asked to mark it with a seven-level preference criteria (from “Left+3” to “Right+3,”
indicating that the left page is much better than the right page to the right page is much better
than the left page). For the sake of fairness, the ranking lists of the two approaches are randomly
positioned on the left or the right. Thus the assessors do not know which list is generated from
one specific ranking strategy and there is no position bias in the assessments. After the preference
assessment test, we have a questionnaire for each assessor. Each statement in the questionnaire is
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Table 9. The Results of the Questionnaire

Statement
1. Whether the most relevant search results appear at the top will affect your
preference for the two result pages.
2. You have noticed the existence of vertical results when browsing the result
pages.
3. The diversity of the ranking lists will influence your preference.
4. The positions where the vertical results appear will affect your preference for
the two result pages.
5. When the ranking list for a query is more heterogeneous, changes of the search
result positions make strong influence on your preference.
6. You will make a preference judgment based on the overall presentation of the
result page.
7. When the ranking list for a query is more homogenous, changes of the search
result positions make strong influence on your preference.

Score
6.38
6.25
5.90
5.80
5.70
5.60
2.30

The scores are averaged on 21 assessors, which are between 1 and 7 (from strongly disagree to strongly agree with
the statement).

Fig. 16. The overall results of the user preference assessment test. Three pairs of approaches are compared.
The Y-axis indicates the number of queries, while the X-axis indicates the averaged preference score interval.
ϵ is a very small threshold. The superiority of JRE over the search engine, TreeNN over the search engine,
and TreeNN over JRE is statistically significant according to t-test with p-value < 0.05.

marked with seven-level criteria (from 1 to 7, indicating that the assessor strongly disagrees with
the statement to strongly agrees with it). Table 9 shows the average scores for some statements.
For each query and approach pair, the seven assessments are averaged as the final preference
score. If the summation of the seven assessments are −1, 0, or 1, then the comparison between the
two ranking lists is treated as a tie, because there is no significant difference between them. Thus,
the ϵ in Figure 16 is 17 as there are 7 assessors for each ranking list pair.
The overall results are shown in Figure 16. From the results we can see that, people prefer
JRE and TreeNN than the original ranking of the search engine. On 48 queries, assessors think
JRE or TreeNN are better, while only 35 for the search engine. JRE and TreeNN have a fierce
competition. On 74 queries, the final scores of assessors are between −1 and 1, which means it is
hard to say which of the two ranking strategies is better. Nevertheless, TreeNN is a little better
than JRE on preference test. The statistical test is also conducted. For each query, the two ranking
strategies are assigned preference scores whose sum is zero. For example, when comparing TreeNN
and the search engine, if TreeNN is scored 3, the search engine is thought to get a score of −3.
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Fig. 17. User preference assessment test on result lists of different levels of heterogeneity. Queries with no
more than 3 different types of search results are classified to the homogenous set. The others with more than
4 types are classified to the heterogeneous set. “>” means “better than” and “=” means the same.

The superiority of JRE and TreeNN over the search engine, and TreeNN over JRE is statistically
significant according to t-test with p-value < 0.05.
We then divide the queries into two categories: one with more heterogeneous ranking lists while
the other has more homogenous ones. Queries with no more than 3 different result types of search
results are classified to the homogenous set. The others (queries with more than 4 result types of
search results) are classified to the heterogeneous set. In this way, the number of queries in the two
categories is more balanced (52 vs. 48). In Figure 17, “>” means “better than” and “=” means the
same. From the results we can see that, when the ranking lists are more homogenous, the reranking
seems not very evident to users, because on more queries (13 vs. 4, 12 vs. 5, 19 vs. 6), people think
the two ranking lists have no significant difference. This is coincident with the questionnaire result
that “when the result list for a query is more homogenous”, few people think “changes of the search
result positions make strong influence on their preference”. When the ranking lists are more heterogeneous, JRE and TreeNN perform much better than the original ranking of the search engine.
This indicates that JRE and TreeNN are capable to deal with heterogeneous search scenarios.
From the results of preference test, there are some other findings:
First, the rankings of search engines are based on many manually conducted rules, which better
fit users’ information needs and preference. For example, in Figure 18, the query “wwwe” is a
wrong input. The user must be looking for search results of “wwe.” The ranking lists of TreeNN
and the search engine are on the left and right, respectively. For the search engine, the query
is corrected to “wwe,” and reasonable search results are ranked at the top. TreeNN ranks the
search results according to their semantics only, and the mismatched search results that contain
exactly “wwwe” are all ranked forward. Thus, the original ranking of the search engine better
satisfies users. Apart from this, the timeliness, physical location of the user, hot events and so
on are all considered in search engines. These factors are all very important for satisfying users’
information needs.
Second, JRE and TreeNN concentrate more on the single search result. However, users’ preference is affected by the whole page. From the results of the questionnaire we can see that, the
top ranked several search results are especially important. If there is a search result not very satisfactory on the top, then users will be more likely to avoid it. The existence and positions of
vertical results also affect users’ preference. Users will also judge the preference according to the
whole-page presentation. Thus, considering the interactions between search results and conducting listwise or pagewise optimization are very important for better ranking strategies.
Third, user habits will also influence the preference a lot. Users have been used to the ranking
strategy of the original search engine. They know where and how to find the desired search results.
Thus, changes in the ranking strategy may make them feel uncomfortable, and they will not prefer
them. It takes time for users to get used to the new ranking strategies.
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Fig. 18. The interface of the experiment platform for the preference assessment test. The 10 search results
are for query “wwwe.” The left ranking list is from TreeNN while the right one is the original ranking list
of the search engine. The seven-level preference buttons are at the bottom. See an English translation in the
appendix.

From the observations, we can see that users’ preference of SERPs is much more complicated
than relevance judgement of a single search result. It is important to consider both the rule-based
approaches of search engines and the content-based approaches in the ranking of search results.
8.5 RQ5: How Do We Adapt JRE and TreeNN to the Actual Search Scenarios?
JRE and TreeNN can be used independently. We will first analyze whether incorporating them
into the original ranking of the search engine will bring a lot of harm. The time efficiency of each
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Fig. 19. The comparison of three different ranking strategies on query level. The positive numbers show on
how many queries the ranking strategy performs the best (the corresponding histogram is shown in black
color), while the negative numbers show on how many queries the ranking strategy performs the worst (the
corresponding histogram is shown in green color). “Overall” means the strategy performs the best or the
worst on all NDCG@3,5,10 scores.
Table 10. Time Efficiency of JRE and TreeNN

Model
JRE
TreeNN

Parallel Time (ms)
6.06
23.24

Non-parallel Time (ms)
82.56
23.48

model is then evaluated. Besides, it is also possible to combine the two models. We try a simple
method to take advantage of both JRE and TreeNN. These two models are also very easy to be
transferred to other search scenarios.
8.5.1 Strategy Profiling. Section 5 shows the overall performance of different methods. From
the results we know that JRE and TreeNN outperform the original ranking of the search engine in
general. However, there are two possibilities for why JRE and TreeNN perform well. The first is
that the two models are gentle strategies. They can make good reranking at most time, and seldom
make a mess of the original ranking lists. The second is that the two models are radical strategies.
They can work wonderfully sometimes but often make mistakes.
We compare the three ranking strategies on query level. Figure 19 shows on how many queries
each strategy performs the best or the worst. The overall comparison means that the ranking
strategy outperforms or underperforms the others on all NDCG@3,5 and 10 scores. The statistic
results do not consider the situation when the NDCG scores of two strategies are the same (e.g.,
two strategies both perform the best or the worst on a query). As shown in Figure 19, there are few
queries on which the original ranking of the search engine outperforms both JRE and TreeNN. In
contrast, on nearly half of the testing set (which contains 690 queries in total), the search engine
performs the worst. JRE and TreeNN perform similarly. At most time, they are the best or the
second-best ranking strategies, and seldom perform even worse than the original ranking of the
search engine. This shows that these two approaches are gentle strategies, which means they do
little harm to the search engine while achieve much improvement at most time.
8.5.2 Time Efficiency. We also evaluate the time efficiency of the proposed models, which is an
important aspect of evaluation criterion for search engines. For each model, we test the average
parallel (batch size is set to 1,000) and non-parallel (batch size is set to 1) execution time of each
search result on the testing set of SRR. Each model is run five times and the average time is reported
in Table 10. The evaluation experiments are conducted on a Titan X (Pascal) GPU.
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Fig. 20. Performance of the incorporated models under different parameter settings of δ (Delta) and β (Beta).
Table 11. The Values of Parameters When
NDCG@3,5,10 Reach the Optimum

NDCG@3
NDCG@5
NDCG@10

Optimal Value
0.8842
0.9069
0.9538

δ
0.44
0.18
0.77

β
0.47
0.37
0.25

When search results are executed sequentially (non-parallel), TreeNN is 3.52 times faster than
JRE. However, in parallel mode, JRE is much faster than TreeNN. This is because search result parse
trees are dynamic inputs and the recursive process for TreeNN can not be computed in parallel.
Thus, the reduction of parallel time compared to non-parallel time is negligible for TreeNN (which
is mainly due to the data preprocessing). This can be further improved.
8.5.3 How to Incorporate JRE and TreeNN. It is a natural idea to combine the two models to
take advantage of both their strengths. They have different performance in general and we know
from Section 8.3 that the number of vertical results corresponding to the query also has influence
on them. We set two parameters as the global factor β and the local factor γ . β determines the
general voting weight of each model. γ is a function of the number of vertical results. We also set a
parameter δ to trade off between the global weight and the local weight. The final relevance score
is as follow:
R final = δ × (γ R TreeNN + (1 − γ )R JRE ) + (1 − δ ) × (βR TreeNN + (1 − β )R JRE ),

(37)

where RT r ee N N and R J RE are relevance scores predicted by TreeNN and JRE in EquaResul t
tions (1) and (29), respectively. In our experiments, we simply set γ = #V er t ical
,1 −γ =
10
#Or дanic Resul t
, “#” means “the number of.”
10
We then try different values of parameter β and δ to see how the two models contribute to the
final relevance prediction, and how the number of vertical results helps. The two parameters are
set from 0 to 1 with an interval 0.01, resulting in 10,201 different combinations. Figure 20 shows
the NDCG scores under different parameter settings. When δ is set to 0 and β is set to 0, the final
prediction is the same with JRE, while it becomes TreeNN when β is set to 1. Table 11 shows the
values of δ and β when the NDCG scores reach the optimum. The number of vertical results indeed
helps to distinguish different kinds of queries and contribute a lot to the final prediction. JRE gains
more weight than TreeNN as the optimal global parameter β is smaller than 0.5. When we set δ
to 0.33 and β to 0.43 (where the sum of NDCG@3,5,10 is the biggest), the NDCG@3,5,10 scores are
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Fig. 21. The news verticals of query “World Cup” in different search engines and language scenarios.

0.8837, 0.9062, and 0.9536, respectively, which are much higher than those of JRE and TreeNN. This
shows that, by incorporating the two different models, we can achieve further improvements.
8.5.4 Transfer to Search Scenarios in Other Languages. The search scenarios in different languages vary a lot. Due to the culture difference and user habits, people tend to prefer different
presentations of search results in different language scenarios. Even in the same language scenario, different search engines have their own presentation strategies. As shown in Figure 21, the
news verticals in some English-language search engines like Google, Bing and Yahoo have distinct
presentations with that in Chinese-language search engines like Baidu and Sogou. The presentations in the same language scenario also vary a lot. The experiments of JRE and TreeNN are
conducted on Chinese search scenario. However, the proposed models have strong scalability to
be transferred to search scenarios in other languages. For JRE, the new visual patterns and presentation structures can be directly learned from VPN and HSN when transferred to another search
engine. The different language properties can also be explored through TSN and SSN. For TreeNN,
it is adaptive to any presentation strategies. The only change is the hierarchical structure of the
search result parse tree.
9

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

As heterogeneous verticals account for more and more in search results, exploring their contents
becomes vital in relevance estimation. In this article, we aggregate the visual, textual and structure
information sources to estimate the relevance of search results. Two fusion schemes of the multiple
information sources are proposed as the JRE and TreeNN models, respectively. The proposed JRE
and TreeNN achieve the best performance among all the approaches, and significantly improve
the original ranking of the search engine by 8.60%, 6.42%, 2.54% and 8.29%, 6.23%, 2.65% in terms
of NDCG@3,5,10, respectively. We further investigate the relations of the two frameworks and
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compare them in details in this article. JRE and TreeNN both have their advantages/disadvantages.
They are complementary in dealing with different queries. For example, JRE performs better when
there are more organic results while TreeNN performs better when there are more vertical results.
They are both applicable to the actual search scenarios and appropriate integration of them will
gain both their strengths to achieve superior performance. Besides, we have also constructed a
new SRR dataset containing different information sources of search results as well as annotated
relevance labels, which is public available.
For current search engines, search results are ranked in the server side and the HTML document
containing all the search results is returned to client side. The SERP is then rendered in the client
side and displayed to users. In this case, TreeNN can rerank the search results according to HTML
documents directly in the server side. It may need extra efforts to render the search results first in
server side to obtain screenshots for JRE.
From the user preference assessment test, we also find that the page optimization is much more
complicated than relevance estimation of single search results. In the future, we would like to take
the interactions between search results into consideration in ranking algorithm design.
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